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If this 'Behind Enemy Lines' Blu-ray disc comes with one major caveat,

it's that there really are only two discs in the package: the Blu-ray
version (which has 1080p AVC/HD video in a 2.35:1 widescreen

presentation, along with an uncompressed DTS-HD Master Audio
soundtrack in English) and a DVD. Fox has tried to cash in with the two-

disc package, giving moviegoers a cheaper option. First, there's the
single-disc Blu-ray version ($29.95), which features the same video

and audio goodies, as well as a pretty decent digital-interactive
feature, plus the D-VHS content of the original release. This is a pretty
decent complement to 'V for Vendetta,' which is basically an expanded

teaser reel for this 'Behind Enemy Lines' sequel, and it shows its
importance to the film. The package also includes a digital copy code
for the standard-def disc, which is not like downloading at all; you just

pop the DVD in, punch in the code, and you're ready to start. When
you've finished the movie, you can sync it in any portable device (or
an HDTV, if you want) and watch it wherever you want, including on

the Blu-ray. While flying a routine reconnaissance mission over Bosnia,
fighter pilot Chris Burnett photographs something he wasnt supposed
to see and gets shot down behind enemy lines, where he must outrun

an army led by a ruthless Serbian general. With time running out and a
deadly tracker on his trail, Burnett's commanding officer decides to

risk his career and launch a renegade rescue mission to save his life.
While flying a routine reconnaissance mission over Bosnia, fighter pilot
Chris Burnett photographs something he wasnt supposed to see and

gets shot down behind enemy lines, where he must outrun an army led
by a ruthless Serbian general.
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Language: Hindi + English Quality: 720p BluRay Size: 7gb Subtitle: English Storyline:
Behind Enemy Lines 2001 720p Hindi BluRay Dual Audio Full Movie Download, A
Navy navigator is shot down over enemy territory and is ruthlessly pursued by a

secret police enforcer and the opposing troops. Meanwhile his commanding officer
goes against orders in an attempt to rescue him. The 1.0:1 DTS-HD Master Audio
sound mix is adequate for a film this old, and does a fine job with dialogue, but

ambient effects are muffled and have fairly restricted range. Music is done well, if
not quite as dynamic as I would like, but it's certainly a step up from the DVD mix.
It's worth keeping in mind that it was originally a PAL disc with Dolby Digital stereo.
So, it has an intended surround-sound effect -- just not a very impressive one. The

English and Hindi audio is pretty clear, but the subtitles are fuzzy with slightly mushy
black borders around them. Again, this is not unusual for the era, and it shouldn't

give you any trouble. Fox releases this as a dual-layer 3-disc set, offering a
BD-25-disc single-layer Blu-ray. The first disc is a BD-25 disc with the English audio
and the English subtitles. The second disc is also a BD-25, but with the Hindi audio
and the Hindi subtitles. The third disc (also a BD-25) has all the extras, including a
digital copy of the film, the same kind of thing that includes a few showings or the

score from the Blu-ray. The BD-25 discs in the set are mastered as HD-DVD 5.1
English/Hindi/Subtitles. This is a pretty good effort, but I wish that the subs were up-

mixed a little. It's a bit disappointing that the Hindi is done in 5. 5ec8ef588b
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